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Charles Harrington, Chairperson 
 
 

Chairman Harrington called this Fish Hatchery Facility Upgrade Task Force to order at 10:45 
am with the following members in attendance: Ed Gardner, Charlie Harrington, Ron Moore, Randy 
Preston, Mike Macarenas, and Dan Palmer. Bill Freebee was excused. Chris Garrow was absent. 
 

Also present were: Dina Garvey and Jim Dougan. 
 

 
HARRINGTON: Good morning everyone; as you can see we had some activity in regards to the 
Fish Hatchery of which Mr. Dougan will explain to us thoroughly.  
 
DOUGAN: I’m handing out a proposal from AES and a proposal from Atlantic Testing. The proposal 
from Atlantic Testing is design and monitoring services for the removal of asbestos and mold. At the 
last meeting we talked about going out to RFP for those removal services, so I spoke with 
Purchasing and Purchasing said that they would definitely need a design; they put out asbestos 
abatement in the past and it hasn’t work very well without a design; it hasn’t met code and there are 
numerous change orders. So, ATL’s proposals are $5,900.00 roughly for; it is $5,922.00 is their 
estimate for both design and testing during the actual removal for asbestos and then for the mold it 
is $2,337.20. So, if that’s something that we want to move forward with we will need to do 
resolutions as it’s coming from the capital reserve budget; it’s not in 2016, but in capital reserve.  
 
PRESTON: So, I guess the question I have Jim is as far as the mold… 
 
DOUGAN: Yup 
 
PRESTON: We’re not correctly what’s creating it? What are we doing there?  
 
DOUGAN: Well right now it would just be abating it; that’s not part of this. I believe the biggest issue 
for mold is in that building where the current office is and I would recommend… 
 
PRESTON: I don’t disagree, but if you’re going to pay for mold removal; if you don’t take care of 
what’s recreating it; there’s kind of an issue there.  
 
DOUGAN: Right away; correct; that’s a good point. I mean I can get a proposal from someone. We 
are putting out the architectural services term contract; should be bid later this week; out to bid; 
advertised for bid later this week. So, we’ll see who we get for a new architect and I can ask for a 
quote from whoever is getting that term contract; once we do this or we can move forward with what 
I was suggesting right away in a couple of buildings and that is just cutting in some windows and 
putting in some immediate passive ventilation; it will make a difference; I’m not sure it will solve it.  
 
PRESTON: Yes 
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DOUGAN: And then the other thing that I would suggest is when we get down at the Nutrition 
Building we just purchased a scrubber for the Nutrition Building and if this is still ongoing we would 
do that to at least remove the mold; move some air.  
 
HARRINGTON: It is my understanding that you want to keep a handle on lighting where the growth 
of those fingerlings are?  
 
DOUGAN: That’s correct.  
 
HARRINGTON: So, windows have got to; the light’s got to be curtailed on that.  
 
DOUGAN: That’s correct; one of my suggestions would be to; you know in that building that has the 
office I would cut windows in the back, but you may end up putting an awning over the top of it so 
there’s no chance for direct sunlight to come in. Note that building has some light coming in it; right 
now with the front windows, but the south facing side there’s no windows there. So, I believe that’s 
why it was done that way, but I would again probably cover those with an awning or something else, 
but allow for passive ventilation to come through there.  
 
MOORE: No fans or anything like that?  
 
DOUGAN: Well I would prefer to do it without costing more electric if I can. I am sure that we’re 
going to have some form of mechanical ventilation, but I sure would like to get the air to move three 
seasons of the year without mechanical if I can.  
 
MOORE: I think we ought to move ahead with the window thing.  
 
HARRINGTON: Excuse me?  
 
MOORE: I think we ought to move ahead with the windows; it’s got to help. 
 
DOUGAN: I am sure that would help. I am sure that would help three seasons of the year.  
 
MOORE: I mean they can’t be super expensive.  
 
MASCARENAS: For the cost of the air scrubber; which is what; about $2,500.00; $2,000.00?  
 
DOUGAN: The air scrubber was a little under $2,000.00; the one that did 3,000 square feet.  
 
MASCARENAS: For the cost of that; it might not be a bad idea to just have one anyhow down there; 
especially during the humid times of the year.  
 
DOUGAN: It might be a good idea, because we still don’t know what… 
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MASCARENAS: I mean it will be a lot cheaper; you look here at what you’re paying just for 
abatement; you know; in the long run. 
 
MOORE: So, is that just a dehumidifier or what are we talking about?  
 
DOUGAN: No, it’s basically HEPA Filtration; is what it is. The one that was purchased for nutrition 
was purchased to remove at least 6 air exchanges an hour and filter the air as it comes in and goes 
out; so I think we would be talking something similar, but of a small size, because it’s not the same 
amount of square footage.  
 
MASCARENAS: We’re talking about maybe adding an air scrubber down to the Fish Hatchery for 
that one building; for the cost of it, it might help with our mold growth issue having doing to initial 
abatement of the mold.  
 
PALMER: Yeah, okay 
 
DOUGAN: Ron, they have a dehumidifier running right now.  
 
MOORE: It just doesn’t cut it.  
 
DOUGAN: It’s just a little floor mount unit.  
 
PRESTON: Yeah, there needs to be some air flow.  
 
MASCARENAS: Under the floor is just water.  
 
DOUGAN: That’s correct 
 
HARRINGTON: If you go with the air scrubber and the windows I’m assuming that this $2,337.00 
would be dismissed?  
 
DOUGAN: I think at some point you need to still to do the mold removal design; the remediation 
design and I don’t believe the design; the design shouldn’t go bad; especially if we do something like 
windows; to make sure that it doesn’t get any worse, so we don’t have any more materials that get 
mold.  
 
HARRINGTON: Okay, so you want to hold on with this mold analysis and go forward with that and 
also you want to; don’t you think you should hold off with windows and the awning and ventilation 
until you get this taken care of?  
 
DOUGAN: I don’t believe the; I’m talking about adding 2 to 3 window openings in the backside of the 
one building where the office is now; that was from the report the worse building for mold.  
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HARRINGTON: Okay 
 
DOUGAN: And I think that; I think that our Buildings and Grounds people could cut those in, 
because I’m talking about just passive ventilation. I think they could cut those in, so you know we 
would have a little bit of money spent on materials, but I don’t think we need a contractor for that and 
we really wouldn’t be getting into mold in those walls from the report.  
 
GARNDER: This is in back of those tanks where the water is coming in?  
 
DOUGAN: That’s right.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah 
 
DOUGAN: It’s in behind that main raceway that comes in.  
 
MASCARENAS: These fees that are associated with what we are asking for here really come down 
to different types of molds; different types of asbestos. When we did the buy-outs and the asbestos 
removals you start to get into some confusion because there’s so many different kinds; mastics; you 
know tiles; just there is a list literally this long, so when you put it out to bid to try and get a number; 
well the contractor wants to know well what kind of asbestos do you have and that’s what we need 
Atlantic to identify to be able to put that out to bid correctly and the same thing with mold really. We 
need to know what it is, how much quantity there is; we can’t do that; we don’t have the wherewithal 
to do that here.  
 
PRESTON: It makes sense.  
 
DOUGAN: And when we do go out to bid I would bid each building separately so that you know we 
can; if the cost is too much to do everything at once we can chose to do the worse building or the 
building that we’re needing to get into first.  
And regarding the mold I didn’t; they have not included anything in the house, because that house is 
going to get torn down, so it doesn’t need to be remediated; asbestos does, but mold does not. The 
same thing with the little shed building and the cold storage. I’m not having them do any kind of mold 
design for those right now.  
 
HARRINGTON: Any other thoughts in regards to this report?  
 
DOUGAN: Because it’s not currently budged for, but it’s a capital reserve; if it was something that 
you wanted to move forward then we would need to do a resolution to pull the money; to award it 
and pull the money from the capital reserve.  
 
PALMER: How much is it?  
 
DOUGAN: It’s a total… 
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PRESTON: I think we should do that and I think that we should do like Ron said; the windows and 
the scrubber.  
 
MASCARENAS: Which would be another $2,000.00 or so? So, you should probably move it all at 
once.  
 
MOORE: $10,000.00 would cover it?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yup, because you have $60,000.00 or so in that account.  
 
PRESTON: You’ve got to start moving towards the airflow, because that’s why there’s mold.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah 
 
PRESTON: Because we’re just… 
 
MASCARENAS: You’re just chasing your tail; you’re going to be cleaning it…. 
 
PRESTON: Spinning our wheels; did you ever talk to the fire department about burning that building 
Charlie?  
 
HARRINGTON: I talked to this gentleman; I’ve talked to the fire department. The fire department 
stands firm that they need to have DEC approval.  
 
PRESTON: Well they’re wrong.  
 
HARRINGTON: Well they may be wrong, but someone’s got to prove that they’re wrong.  
 
PRESTON: Regulations; you can go right on the DEC website and read the regulations.   
 
HARRINGTON: Well you said you were going to speak to DEC; I’m I correct?  
 
PALMER: Yeah, I haven’t spoke to anybody yet.  
 
PRESTON: You don’t need DEC approval.  
 
MASCARENAS: Once you talk to DEC; if you talk to DEC… 
 
PRESTON: But, if your fire department is hesitating then that’s probably not going to happen.  
 
HARRINGTON: Listen; I spoke to the… 
 
PRESTON: It’s right on the DEC website; the regulations are very clear; it’s training; it’s exempt.  
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MASCARENAS: I mean; I can pull the regulations off the DEC website.  
 
PRESTON: It’s exempt.  
 
MASCARENAS: I can pull the regulations, but once you talk to them you’re opening up a can of 
worms.  
 
PRESTON: That you don’t want to. But if the fire department is wavering, it doesn’t manner anyhow; 
it seems like they would be eager to have a live training; most places are. 
 
MASCARENAS: And I can pull the regulations if that might help you. 
 
HARRINGTON: Pull the regulations and I’ll put them in front of them and we’ll review them with the 
fire department. That’s what has to be done, because they are adamant that they aren’t going to 
touch it. Now perhaps I can bring them to the table and they can review the policies of DEC and 
then they may see that they have an opportunity. I would like to see that building gone; certainly it’s 
not going to be burned down; we have a fire ban on until; what June?  
 
MOORE: May 14th.  
 
PRESTON: It doesn’t apply to that either.  
 
HARRINGTON: Seriously? 
 
MOORE: It’s just brush burning.  
 
PRESTON: Yeah, just brush burning; authorized fire training makes no difference.  
 
HARRINGTON: Okay 
 
DOUGAN: We’ll still want to pull the asbestos out first and then also remove the shingles. 
 
PRESTON: Yup, the shingles have to be off.  
 
DOUGAN: If it’s a possibility.  
The other proposal was from AES and that’s regarding the SPDES permit; it’s $2,500.00 to do the 
engineering report that’s been requested by DEC regarding SPDES. So, again we would have the 
same situation of doing a resolution, because it’s coming from the capital reserve fund.  
 
PALMER: Okay, in terms of removing the shingles from the building; typically would you knock it 
down first?  
 
PRESTON: No 
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PALMER: Wouldn’t that be a whole lot easier; knock it down and get the shingles once it’s on the 
ground?  
 
HARRINGTON: Not, if they’re going to have the training.  
 
PRESTON: No, it takes away the training aspect of it.  
 
PALMER: Oh, does it?  
 
PRESTON: Yeah, you want to be able to practice going in and putting fire out a few times; in the 
rooms and then you would let it go.  
 
MASCARENAS: Is that building safe to enter?  
 
PRESTON: Yeah 
 
MASCARENAS: I haven’t been in it. 
 
PALMER: But, if they’re wavering chances are it’s not going to happen anyway.  
 
MASCARENAS: It’s not going to go anyway.  
 
HARRINGTON: We still can put the documentations from DEC in front of them and they may 
change their mind. It’s an opportunity that we need to take.  
 
MASCARENAS: And I think that if we did a budget amendment for what; I don’t know; $20,000.00 or 
so it would at least give you.  
 
DOUGAN: You mean to cover these?  
 
MASCARENAS: To cover this and then a few extra.  
 
DOUGAN: If you did a budget amendment for $20,000.00 I think it would cover these items and I it 
would also give you money to buy materials to cut the windows in; easily enough.  
 
MASCARENAS: Right 
 
DOUGAN: You originally had approximately $80,000.00 in that capital reserve fund.  
 
PALMER: Yeah and I mean technically all you really have to do is authorize the work. The money’s 
already there; it doesn’t manner as long as you’re not going to spend more than $60,000.00; all you 
do is authorize the work; you spend what you need based upon authorization of the Board.  
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DOUGAN: Okay 
 
PALMER: Because they’ve already said you can use this money for work down at the Fish Hatchery.  
 
MASCARENAS: So, you don’t have to do an amendment?  
 
PALMER: You don’t have to put an amount; you just have to say that it’s coming from that capital 
reserve for Fish Hatchery repairs.  
 
DOUGAN: Okay 
 
MASCARENAS: Perfect 
 
HARRINGTON: Anything else?  
 
DOUGAN: That’s all I had; other than we started stocking.  
 
HARRINGTON: Yes, they have.  
And he is reviewing the feasibility of raising salmon. The previous director just had an attitude on 
salmon production; whereas this gentleman is doing some study on it and feels that there are 
opportunities there without much investment.  
 
MASCARENAS: So, the water’s not an issue; the amount of water?  
 
HARRINGTON: He is doing a study on the whole project to see if there’s a feasibility there.  
 
MASCARENAS: Okay, because I think depending on your project it makes it way more feasible if we 
can get more water.  
 
HARRINGTON: I feel that way also.  
 
DOUGAN: We have discussed; you might have the ability to bring; gravity feed; more water from 
Rainy Brook; from below where the intake is right now into those three old concrete tanks that were 
the breed ponds before. You might have the ability to bring that gravity through those tanks and 
back out. Not putting it into the rest of the buildings, but then actually making those three tanks 
usable again. So, that’s one of the items that Chris and I have been discussing. At least the water 
just running through and back out to bring water into those tanks and then back into the rest of the 
system would involve a certain amount of pumping and electrical usage, but we were just looking at 
making those three tanks usable again. So, that’s part of his look at salmon.  
 
MASCARENAS: The more fish you have too the more that’s going to impact your SPDES; correct?  
 
DOUGAN: That’s correct 
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MASCARENAS: So, you’ve got to keep that mind; you’re already violating it.  
 
PRESTON: Just for my curiosity, because I’m not up to date on salmon; what would we do with 
salmon?  
 
MASCARENAS: I don’t know; some of the Board has been saying they want salmon, so we’re 
looking at salmon.  
 
PRESTON: Where do we have rivers in Essex County that you put salmon in?  
 
DOUGAN: I don’t know the answer to that one.  
 
PRESTON: Well don’t you think that we should know the answer to that before we look at salmon?  
 
GARDNER: They go into Lake Champlain; they put them out in the river and then they go out; six - 
seven years from now that come back in.  
 
PALMER: DEC has no objection to that?  
 
DOUGAN: No, it was originally permitted for salmon raising there.  
 
GARDNER: That’s why they took the dam out in Willsboro.  
 
MASCARENAS: Like I said you have to remember your SPDES permit when you’re doing all that, 
because the more fish you add; the more your discharge is going to be in violation.  
 
PALMER: And we need water too.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yup, and you need water. I’m not saying it can’t happen, but.  
So, Todd should probably know that they’re looking at that anyhow?  
 
HARRINGTON: Well if we have the opportunity and we have the capability; I think we should move 
forward for it, but those are the two questions that need to be answered first.  
 
PALMER: Yup 
 
HARRINGTON: So, I anticipate that we’ll have a couple of resolutions that will go in front of the 
Board and when will that occur?  
 
MASCARENAS: Today 
 
PALMER: We could do it today.  
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HARRINGTON: Okay 
 
MASCARENAS: Jim’s committee.  
 
PALMER: Jim can bring it up.  
 
GARDNER: And should you make the amount; say okay; not to go over $11,000.00? 
 
MASCARENAS: I think $20,000.00. 
 
PALMER: I don’t think you even need to do that.  
 
MASCARENAS: Just authorize?  
 
PALMER: All you’re doing is authorizing; the Board is authorizing you to take it from that.  
 
MASCARNEAS: So, include the windows.  
 
MOORE: The windows; yes 
 
MASCARENAS: Include the removal 
 
HARRINGTON: The scrubber 
 
MASCARENAS: The scrubber; right. All those items.  
 
HARRINGTON: Anything else to come before this Committee? We are adjourned.  
 
 
 

AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS FISH HATCHERY 
FACILITY UPGRADE TASK FORCE IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 9:24 A.M. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy 
Clerk of the Board 


